Unbalanced t(3;12) in a case of juvenile myelomonocytic leukemia (JMML) results in partial trisomy of 3q as defined by FISH.
Juvenile myelomonocytic leukemia (JMML) is a rare disorder of early childhood, to which no recurrent chromosome rearrangement has been yet associated. We report a case where leukemic cells harbored a 46,XX,der(12)t(3;12) (q21 approximately 22;p13.33) karyotype, resulting in partial trisomy of 3q. The origin of chromosome material translocated to chromosome 12 was assessed by chromosome painting using a whole chromosome 3-specific probe. The breakpoint regions were defined by FISH using YAC probes from 3q and 12p chromosomal regions. Interestingly, partial trisomy of 3q has been detected in a previously reported JMML case, consequent to the presence of a der(15)t(3;15)(q13.1;q26). The involvement of a similar chromosome 3 rearrangement in these two JMML cases suggests the hypothesis that either the resulting duplication of some gene/s on 3q or the loss of heterozygosity (LOH) of some gene/s on 3p may be involved in one of the steps leading to JMML. On the other hand, it cannot be ruled out that the relevant mutation in our case might be consequent to the particular breakpoints at bands 3q21 approximately 22 and 12p13.3, that may alter the structure and/or expression of the involved gene/s.